PLASTRIP CC
Unit 5, Bataleur Park,
Paardekraal Close,
Olive Grove Industrial Estate,
Somerset West
7130
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
TEL: 0861111696
FAX: 0861111697
EMAIL: plastrip@mweb.co.za

Labels & Plant Markers

Aluminium Plant Sticks
Reliable weatherproof tags are supplied with wire ties. They are easily embossed
with product details by either using a ball point or permanent marking pen.
113mm x 23mm
200mic Aluminium
1,000 per pack

Alutags
Reliable weatherproof tags are supplied with wire ties. They are easily embossed
with product details by either using a ball point or permanent marking pen.
200 per carton, 1,000 per box
75mm long x 25mm wide
100mic Aluminium
Wire ties included

Garden Marker Pen
Our Garden Markers use indelible ink to prevent fading in UV light or damp
conditions which would remove standard inks quickly.
2 per pack

Large Plastic Bed Markers (Straight / Flat)
Bed Markers ideal for marking and identifying flower beds, nurseries,
agricultural orchards and rows. They can be marked with our garden markers which
use indelible ink to prevent fading in UV light or damp conditions which would
remove standard inks very quickly.
Dimensions:
Top plate = 135mm x 85mm
Top of plate to bottom of spike = 460mm
100 per pack. 200 per carton
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Plastag Self-Tie Labels
Tie and identify plants. Made from hard-wearing, durable raw materials. Can be
plain or printed. Suitable for computer printer (sprocket punch) and roll form.
Also full colour Floralabels available.
Plastag Self-Tie Labels
Plain or can be printed in full colour for thermal and Dot Matrix printers.
Light, flexible and tear-resistant. Water and frost resistant.
180mm long x 19mm wide
Supplied in fanfold form in boxes of 2500.

Plastic Angled Bed Markers
Angled Bed Markers are ideal for marking and identifying flower beds, nurseries,
agricultural orchards and rows.

Plastic Mini-T Markers
Mini T-Marker ideal for marking and identifying flower beds, nurseries,
agricultural orchards and rows.
Dimensions:
Top plate = 70mm x 45mm
Top of plate to bottom of spike = 175mm
1,000 per carton

Plastic Rainbow Plant Labels / Pot Labels
The plant labels are perfect for plant display areas where high visibility is
required. These labels are rigid and can be marked with our garden markers.
Different sizes - 100mm (4"), 125mm (5") and 150mm (6")
1,000 per pack
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PVC / Plastic Self-Tie Labels
Tie and identify plants. Made from hard-wearing, durable raw materials. Suitable
for computer printer (sprocket punch) and roll form.
PVC Self-Tie Labels
Used for the easy identification of plants. Made from completely weatherproof
vinyl plastic.
155mm x 16mm
Available in many different colours.
1000 x self-tie labels per box

Tyvek Self-Tie Labels
Tie and identify plants. Made from hard-wearing, durable raw materials.
Paper-like material that does not tear easily.
Available only in White.
180mm x 19mm
2500 labels per box

